
Alleygating Scheme Proposals Wellington Terrace and Wellington Mount,  Broad Lane  

Survey Results September 2007  

 
NAME ADDRESS TEL. YEARS’ 

RESIDENCY 

AGREE / 

DISAGREE 

WITH 

GATING 

EXPERIENCE OF CRIME / ASB 

RELATING TO GINNEL 

COMMENTS 

    Agree Car window smashed and radio stolen, 

eggs thrown at door and windows, 

drunken noise, bicycle noise 

 

    Agree Broken wing mirrors, stolen wheel 

trims, car door kicked 

Had to have burglar alarm fitted 

    Agree Yobs trying to break into hut, drug use, 

vandalism 

Hope gating goes ahead, good idea 

    Agree Garden plant pots stolen Fantastic idea – I have two small children and 

would feel much safer knowing that alley was 

only being used by residents 

    Agree Car scratched Gates to be locked permanently with only 

council access 

    Agree House been broken into 3 times, car 

windows broken and things stolen 

July 31
st
 neighbour and myself stopped the 

theft of a garden bench from no. 19. Few days 

later bench was stolen from no. 36. Gate 

would provide security and peace of mind. 

    Agree Car been broken into twice and garden 

furniture been stolen 

 

    Agree Car vandalised Fantastic idea – would make the street safer 

and quieter 

    Agree Kids hanging round can be unnerving  

    Agree Have been affected by crime Very little road cleaning since these streets 

been adopted by council 

 

    Agree Car windows smashed, plants taken, 

eggs thrown at house, garage roof 

Many incidents by youths using Back Broad 

Lane as short cut. Very dimly lit. Agree with 



broken into, ladders stolen, tyres 

slashed 

proposed fencing at top of Wellington Mount / 

Terrace 

    Agree Car tyres slashed and yoghurt thrown 

over car 

 

    Agree Car broken into twice, objects thrown 

at front windows, football kicked hard 

at car windows, abuse 

 

    Agree Have contacted police and council on 

number of occasions. Big problem of 

theft, vehicle damage, vandalism, 

damage to street lighting, fire of 

dumped armchair and table in 

shrubbery 

All aforementioned problems seem to be on 

increase, so gating of ginnel between 

Wellington Mount and Terrace would be very 

much appreciated 

    Agree Stones thrown at windows Residents need to feel more secure 

    Agree Car vandalised and ASB from ginnel Really hope gating gets approved 

    Agree A sofa was set on fire in the ginnel  

    Agree   

    Agree Wing mirrors knocked off 3 times, 

paint thrown over car, beer cans thrown 

in garden, food thrown at window. 

Culprits ran off through top ginnel on 

each occasion   

 

    Agree Car crime  

    Agree Wing mirrors been kicked off twice, 

pellets fired at lounge window 

Lot of people who live on their own on 

Wellington Mount and scared of gangs on 

street 

    Agree Motorcycle stolen, youths sitting on my 

wall drinking and swearing 

Eggs thrown at door and windows. Keep 

people informed of what is happening with 

ginnel 

    Agree Stones thrown at Chinese takeaway 

which we own. Youths made their 

escape down ginnel. Contacted ASBU 

about it. 

 

    Agree Cars have been broken into and ginnel 

provides an escape route 

Gating is good idea 



    Agree Paint poured on car, youths banging on 

kitchen window 

Gates are definitely needed 

    Agree   

    Agree Items taken from garden, witnessed 

youths taking things from other 

people’s gardens and running off up 

ginnel 

Needs to be done 

    Agree Bench stolen from garden Concerned about look of gates as they would 

adjoin my property. Would prefer blocking off 

alleyway but would support gating if they look 

good and suit the area 

    Agree Trees and flowers stolen, stones thrown 

at windows 

Had security gate fitted and had to fit new lock 

as someone tried to force it open 

    Agree No  

    Agree No No 

    Agree I think it is a good idea for the residents 

of the Terrace and the Mount and the 

safety of themselves and their property 

Can you look at current problems of speeding 

vehicles on the Grove 

    Agree Washing stolen, groups of youths 

cutting through, youths siphoning 

petrol from cars, mini motorbikes 

cutting through 

 

    Agree Things stolen from garden, car 

damaged, seen neighbour’s dog being 

shot with airgun 

 

    Agree Paint thrown at my car, witnessed 

damage to neighbours’ cars, fire in 

shrubbery 

Incidents opposite are distressing and 

upsetting. I think gating the ginnel would 

reduce these crimes as perpetrators escape 

down it 

    Agree Garden furniture stolen twice, fence 

vandalised, car vandalised, mud thrown 

at door and windows, bins knocked 

over, abuse and drunken behaviour 

Gangs of youths drinking and shouting abuse 

in street makes residents feel uneasy. 

Vandalism major worry. Gating would stop 

ongoing problems and lead to a more secure 

environment 

    Agree Mugged by youth in ginnel, garden Strong feeling among residents that something 



furniture stolen, vehicle damaged, 

youths being abusive – hit fence and 

tried to get into house 

needs to be done with the ginnel to prevent 

youths from gathering in it 

    Agree Car scratched Feel that railings across bottom would be an 

eyesore, and would be more beneficial to put 

them at Gable Ends  

    Agree No Agree with gating end of Wellington Terrace 

and Mount but not for railings to cross end of 

Wellington Terrace. Gating to go at end of 

rows of houses and not fully across the bottom 

of my street as I believe this will be an eyesore 

    Agree Items stolen from washing line, been 

verbally abused, stones thrown at door, 

car broken into 

Good idea 

    Agree Break-ins. Sent file of incidents to Cllrs 

Carter and Atkinson requesting 

alleygating 

Witnessed many other crimes to other 

residents 

    Agree Litter in garden, car scratched, 

witnessed verbal abuse, woken at night 

from noise of youths hanging around 

Strongly feel limited access to ginnel would be 

of benefit to everyone’s safety, security and 

wellbeing, and that there are plenty of 

alternative routes other than the ginnel 

    Agree Cars parked outside have been 

vandalised or broken into on numerous 

occasions 

 

    Agree No Ginnel needs closing off 

    Disagree No. I have been affected by crime and 

ASB due to lack of police presence at 

night. Gating the ginnel would make 

Wellington Grove more of a target for 

ASB and crime. 

Gating would also have a detrimental effect on 

the values of our properties and make it a no 

go area. Needs more policing at night. 

 


